Why Was the Nile Important in Ancient Egypt
YouTube video (3.12 min)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=gO8V3XGMkME

Possible Answers
River floods and makes soil fertile
Water to irrigate
Nile is large and long river with branches
Delta will flood and makes fertile crescent
Perfect land for growing crops
Made canals to irrigate more land
Plants and animals along the Nile can be used
Most cities and people are near the river
Life force of Egypt
1. What is the purpose of a shadoof? (5 pts)

2. What materials will we need to build our model shadoof? (5 pts)

3. How will shadoof look after construction? (5 pts)
4. How will we test our model to see if it works? (5 pts)

5. How will we improve our model to work better? (5 pts)

6. How does a shadoof work? (10 pts)